Wilmes Risk Control Services
Avoiding Risk Isn't Enough
http://wilmes.co

Audit Services
Audits, Inspections and Surveys
Having the best training programs in the world, doesn't mean a thing if your facilities, programs and
equipment are deficient. Risk control audits, inspections and surveys help you discover those
liabilities, hazards and shortcomings in your organization.
Keeping consistent with our core philosophy, our team of audit professionals are trained in much
more than OSHA regulations. Building Codes, ADA, State Fire Marshal, Education Codes and
many others make up the total picture of safety. Our auditors are highly trained in the effects of
unintended consequences – ensuring that hazards and their recommended corrective actions are
going to solve your problem without creating new ones.

Traffic Surveys - School Valet Zones - Safety Patrol

Playgrounds Audits
Playgrounds are the source of more than 200,000 injuries each year. Keeping your equipment in
compliance with CPSC Handbook 325 and ASTM 1487 standards and in good repair requires a
vigilant eye. Our playground audit and inspection services are designed to identify hazards quickly
and reduce your liability. Learn more

Safety Audits
The first step in managing your risk, is understanding your risk. Avoiding your risk isn’t enough.
Loss control and safety audits are a fundamental component to any risk management program.
Our safety audits give you insight into the items that cause losses and injuries for your
organization. Learn more

Security CPTED Audits
Crime prevention starts with making your facilities a hard target to hit. How you do that is another
matter. Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) is the ultimate tool in making
your facility impervious to crime. CPTED uses 4 principles, which are designed to prevent crime
and reduce the fear of crime. When these four principles combine, the hardening effect multiples,
making criminals ask themselves – is it worth it? Stopping crime at first sight is the best strategy in
the fight against crime. Learn more
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Williams Inspections
Our facility inspections are designed to comply with Education Code and provide your district with
information needed to complete your annual SARC reports. Learn more

Emergency Preparedness Audits
When disaster strikes, your school is either ready or it isn’t – there’s no faking it. Being prepared
is more than just a written plan, it’s a state of mind. Knowing that you are prepared for whatever
comes your way adds piece of mind and reduces adverse liability. How can an emergency
preparedness audits help, find out more.

Audit Design Services
Following an audit checklist is one thing, designing the checklist is another. Our team of risk
control experts can design a custom audit program that fits the mission and business objectives of
your organization. Learn more
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